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WELCOME
Welcome to the Vet Dynamics Index. Using data from your PMS system, Index will
provide a wealth of information on your practice performance.
This guide is a handy reference to help you understand and maximize the insights
you will gain.
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YOUR HOMEPAGE
This is your homepage which gives you the big picture of your performance and allows
you to navigate to other sections.
Under your Practice Name is the month of the last data upload.

Down the left-hand side is the Sidebar.
Use the Sidebar to navigate through the various sections of Index.
Click on any section to expand the heading. This will allow you to see
the options available to you.
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THE PRACTICE DASHBOARD

The home screen contains your Dashboard. This “traffic light” coloured pyramid uses data
from the previous 24 months to summarize how you are doing.
Under this pyramid you will see 4 further pyramids.
-

Annual – most recent 12 months compared with the same 12 months from the prior period.
Half Year – Most recent 6 months compared with the same 6 months from the prior period.
Quarter – Most recent 3 months compared with the same 3 months from the prior period.
Month – Current month compared with the same month from the prior period.

Each colour on the pyramid represents the increase/decrease growth percentage. There
are 5 thresholds:
-

-10% or lower =

-

Between -10% and -1% =

-

Between -1% and 1% =

-

Between 1% and 10% =

-

Greater than 10% =
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DASHBOARD DEFINITIONS
Revenue Growth
How much you are growing financially.
Percentage increase compared to the same month of the prior year.
Annualised Revenue per Client
How much clients are spending comparing the current month to the same month of
the prior year.
This gives you an idea of how much more/less clients are spending compared to the
same time last year. This can indicate high value work/client bonding.
Transaction
A transaction is defined on a “per patient per day” basis, meaning that any work
carried out on a patient on one day, is treated as 1 transaction and should provide
a comparison with your PMS.
Transaction Growth
This is a KPI with reference to how much work you are doing.
Care should be taken here- green does not always mean good- this is where the
“busy trap” can be identified.
Average Transaction Value
How much a client spends per visit. This can give you an idea of how much high
value work you are doing and the client bonding.
Annualised Transactions per Client
This tells you the average amounts of visits per client per year. This gives you an
insight into how bonded clients are.
Active Client Growth
A KPI on how your client base is doing. This is calculated based on new clients
registering, clients leaving or lapsed clients.
Again, be aware - you may not want more clients, maybe you want less or to provide
a more extensive service to your current client base.
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THE THREE COLUMNS
Underneath your Dashboard Pyramid are three columns or pillars. These are
comprised of 18 KPI’s.
These are the pillars of your business - Finances, Clinical Performance and Client
Engagement.

These are annualised figures. The growth percentage can be positive or negative. The traffic
light colour tells you how this compares to the same rolling twelve-month period of the prior
year i.e., Sep 19 to Aug 20 compared with Sep 18 to Aug 19.
We will look at these columns in more detail next.
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FINANCES
This is the mean charge for going into the consulting
room.
This is for consults with a vet, not a nurse and does not
include any further work done- just the consult itself. It
does include OOH consults.
If you have various consult prices this will decrease this
value- watch those freebie consults!!
This rate is calculated by taking the Consult Fee
Average divided by the average length of consult
and then multiplied by 60 minutes.

The Total Revenue divided by Total Number of
Consults
This does not include Pre or Post Op Consults or PHP
Consults.
Total Revenue does include income from your Pet
Health Plan (if applicable)

This adds up the revenue from Lab Work and
divides by Total Revenue.
This is an indicator of how the pricing of your lab
work contributes to your revenue. Interpret this in
conjunction with Lab Work Per Consult (Clinical
Performance).
This adds the revenue from X-rays, ultrasounds, and
endoscopies (and CT/MRI if applicable) and divides
by Total Revenue.
This is an indicator of how the pricing of your
imaging contributes to your revenue. Interpret this in
conjunction with Imaging Per Consult (Clinical
Performance).
This adds the revenue from any hospitalization of
patients and divides by Total Revenue.
This is an indicator of how the pricing of your
hospitalization contributes to your revenue.
Interpret this in conjunction with Hospitalizations
Per Consult (Clinical Performance)
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CLINICAL PERFORMANCE
This takes all the subsequent vet consults and
divides by all the initial vet consults.
This is about the clinical care/peace of mind for the
client- are we seeing things back? Or just
medicating and getting
them out the door?
Subsequent can be for chronic issues over time
(DM, CKD) that are seen regularly- this often results
in a value >100%.
This takes all anaesthetics divided by all consults.
This is a proxy for surgical cases/work up- both for
known purposes and for exploration to manage a
case. It does not include sedations, neutering’s or
dentals and the length of the anaesthetic is
irrelevant (this KPI picks up Induction of Anaesthesia)
This takes all the active clients and calculates the
percentage that have had dental work done to
one/some/all their animals over the last 12 months.
It indicates the proactive use of dental procedures
by vets and nurses.
This percentage can be roughly compared to the
percentage of the pet population in the UK that
surveys reveal would benefit from dental procedures.

This counts the number of transactions for
laboratory work and divides by all consults and
indicates the proactive investigation of cases.

This counts the number of X-rays, ultrasounds,
endoscopies (and CT/MRI) and divides by all
consults and indicates the proactive investigation of
cases.
These are counted as the number of investigations
started- not the number of x-ray plates, duration, or
additional tests (FNA, BAL). If a patient undergoes
multiple investigations this would increase this KPI.
This counts all hospitalizations and divides by all
consults and indicates the use of close observation
and medical interventions to manage a case
proactively and thoroughly.
Each day of hospitalization is counted.
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CLIENT ENGAGEMENT
The growth percentage is the number of new clients
divided by the number of new clients in the prior year.
New client is defined as a client with no transactions
13-24 months ago, but they have transactions in the
last 12 months.

The growth percentage is the number of lapsed clients
divided by the number of lapsed clients in the prior year.
A lapsed client is defined as a client with transactions 1324 months ago, but with no transactions in the last 12
months. This is an indicator of client churn.

This is the number of patients with a transaction
entered in the last 12 months- even it is a £0.00 or a
refund for work >13months ago.
Note some litters of puppies are entered under the
bitch’s file or kennels with multiple animals under
one file.
This takes all the active clients and calculates the
percentage that had any vaccinations done to
one/some/all their animals in the last 12 months. An
indication of client engagement around
preventative health care.
Some clients may only have birds, thus no vaccs and
thus 100% is not achievable.
These KPIs calculates the percentage of active clients
that have had parasite control transactions recorded
for one/some/all their animals over the last year. An
indicator of client engagement around preventative
health care.
Using clients rather than patients avoids the
confusion caused when an owner buys parasite
control for multiple animals, in a single transaction for
one animal ID.
Some clients will not require parasite control, for
example reptiles, so 100% may not be achievable.
You may also see large monthly variances if clients are
buying “bulk”for the whole year/6 months at a time and
be aware dual products such as Advocate/Nexguard
are counted as Flea Control resulting in a lower Worm
Control by default.
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Why do we use Clients not Patients for these KPI’s?
Using client instead of patient accounts for clients with multiple pets that may / will buy
multiple treatments under one pet ID. When a client has agreed to at least some of their
animals having vaccinations, dentals or buying flea or worm treatment, it is likely that their
other animals that need these things will also be receiving them.

BRANCHES AND TEAM DASHBOARD
From the Sidebar you can jump to Branch or Team and see the KPIs for each.
This allows you to see how each branch is doing and how it contributes to the practice
revenue/what is occurring there. For example, a branch that does not operate will have
lower Revenue per Consult and Anaesthetics per Consult KPIs.
Under the Team option you can filter on different individuals in your practice and look at their
KPIs. For example, if you have a more surgically orientated vet it is likely their anaesthetics per
Consult will be higher, and a more medically minded individual often has higher Lab Work
and Imaging per Consult.
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PERFORMANCE
This area of Index provides a combination of monthly and annual KPIs to give you a more
detailed view of your income.
As with the Dashboard section you can also look at Practice, Branch and Team levels.
There is a lot of information here for you to digest. Some of these KPIs we have already
discussed but here are also some new ones.

Here you can view monthly income trends with a year-on-year comparison. Each month
contains a Current and Prior figure to show whether the value has increased/decreased
(green/red bar) compared to the prior period (grey bar). The blue trend line is an average
of the two years.
Hovering over a month will give you the actual figures
for that period.
Using the dark grey arrows, you can change the
12-month period that you are looking at.
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Alongside the main display of Income
Year on Year are some replated key
measures that allow you delve deeper
into what contributes to your
income.
Clicking on each of these will link you to
the Trends section of Index (see Trends
for more info)

Total number of vet and nurse consults occurring in that
month.
Growth percentage is compared to the same month in
the prior year.

This is the number of clients having a consult in this month
divided by the total number of Active Clients.
Growth percentage is compared to the same month in
the prior year.

This is Consult Fee Average for all consults (including vet
and nurse) divided by the average for Consults Not
Discounted.
This gives you an idea of the impact of multi consultations
and those “freebies”.
(See Consults section for more info)
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Defined as a cat or dog who has a transaction on their
account within the last 12 months.

Growth figure is annualized over the past 12 months (e.g., Sept 19Aug 20) compared to preceding year (Aug 18- Sept19)

This is calculated with the Total Transactions in the month divided
by the total number of clients being seen in practice in that month.
Growth figure is compared to previous month.
This gives an impression of how “busy” you are and how often
clients are being seen/buying products on a month-by-month
basis.
How does this relate to Annualised Transactions per Client? That
KPI is Total Transactions divided by Total Clients and tells you more
about your annual trends/client bonding/behavior.
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BENCHMARKING
KPI’S
Would you say you are competitive? Of course you are!
We know you want to be the best of the best as you are a Vet Dynamics member!
This section allows you to see how your practice compares to the Vet Dynamics community
across the 24 KPIs. An inter-practice benchmarking.

The Dropdown allows you to select which subsection of the community you wish to compare
yourself with.
It is easy to get very disheartened or an ego boost on this page. Please bear in mind we work
with a variety of practices from rural one-man band set-ups to inter-city multi-site referral centers
and thus there will be massively different figures achieved by each.
Here at Vet Dynamics, we are all about getting the best for YOU and YOUR business goals.
The best way to consider this page is to think “Hmm what are they doing that I am not?”
Because if another practice is doing better on a KPI, how could you improve yours? Is their
pricing better? Are their staff more aware of the importance of seeing clients back? Are your
staff giving away too many freebies? Or you may want to decrease client numbers and thus a
negative figure in Active Client Growth is what is right for YOU.
On the Sidebar is the option to then compare your Branches to each other and see how
members of your Team are performing. These are intra-practice comparisons.
Again, we would stress this is not about who is the “good” vet and the “bad” vet. This page
gives you an idea of your team- it may highlight an excellent medic who is working up
cases well- praise them! Or highlight those that may need some more guidance or training.
If you have members who are part-time or new graduates, then their figures will be very
different to your full-time certificate holder.
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PRICE
This page allows you to see how many/how much has been sold based on your categorized
data on an annual basis and find out your average prices.
Here you can compare with other practices in the community to see where you rank on pricing
of services in each category.
Rank # is where your position is in the line-up. Rank count is how many practices in total are
counted on a particular parameter.
Again, this is where you ask yourself what can I do better? Are you massively undercharging for
your services? This page gives you the insight into where you could be. No more “finger in the
air” pricing. You can see what could be achieved! (Of course, bearing in mind your location,
demographics, business model etc.)
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MISSED OPPORTUNITIES
Tying in nicely to the Price tab is this new section that will show you areas for potential
uplift compared to your peers.
Missed Opportunities are identified by looking at the benchmarks from the KPI section and
show potential revenue uplift if you were to improve the figures on the KPI.
This is about improving your leveraged work by increasing take up
of services.

As a rough example, Dentals looks at the Clients having Dentals (%) benchmark. If you had
5% of your clients having dental work at an annual total of £50k, and the median in your peer
group is 10%, there is a potential to earn an additional £50k by improving the uplift of clients
having dentals to match the median percentage.
Branch
You can select each branch and see the areas for uplift there. This compares all your
branches of your practice to each other- maybe there is a disparity in flea and worm
sales between sites?
Team
Like branches this compares members of the team. It can identify areas that an individual
may be doing less of compared to the rest/average of the team- is one vet not doing as
many dentals? Why could this be? Is someone’s C2:C1 ratio much lower? Why? Are they parttime? Or are they not getting clients back in when they should? Use this to identify possible
training opportunities.
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ANALYTICS
TRENDS
The display here is very similar to the Performance area of Index. View monthly income
trends with a year-on-year comparison. Each month contains a Current and Prior figure to
show whether the value has increased/decreased compared to the prior period.
There are multiple trends that you can view, across the three pillars of Financial, Clinical and
Client. Here you can find detail that may explain some annual figures that you are not quite
sure why they say they are what they are (hello COVID dip).

A green bar will be shown for periods where the current figure has improved, and red for
areas that have decreased compared to the prior period.
Go through this with your coaches to explain variances. Did you get a new lab machine?
Has more lab work started because of this? Have you recently added a new vet with an
interest in dentals? Did you introduce pre-anaesthetic bloods in Q3? A lot of information is
here so taking the time to study and find what trends are useful for your practice. And take
pride in those things that have improved from last year. We often forget to look at how far
we have come!
Related key measures are available to the right to allow for further
drilldown into the data.
You can hover over the related measures to view some details
from the past 12 months or click on any of the titles to view that
measure in further detail.
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CATEGORISATION
Here you can see how we have categorized your data. This shows a breakdown of everything
that has been picked up from your PMS descriptions of items/services, along with some details
as to how many and how much of a product have been sold.
Use the scrollbar to navigate through the list, or search for a specific product.
Current Month is this month’s data (e.g., Aug 2020), Prior Month is the preceding month (July
2020).
There is also an Uncategorized section to show everything else that does not directly contribute
to a KPI (but still counts towards overall revenue).

“Double counting” can be a concern- say for example “Anaesthesia” and “Anaesthesia
Maintenance” are billed. This is technically two countable items but is only one Anaesthesia
occurring. This would skew the KPI to say you are doing more work than you are. Thus, we
only look at induction/initial anaesthesia.
We apply the similar rules to Fluids (first bag/set up fee), Hospitalization, Dentals and
Vaccines (by not counting KC or 2nd vaccinations) as to not skew the PKIs.
Let us know if you think something is in the wrong category or should be included but is
not.
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CONSULTS

Both the stacked chart and grid show what proportion of consults are discounted and
the total revenue across a 12-month period.
The grid on the right-hand side really highlights the impact discounting has on your
Rate per Hour.
Tiles along the bottom show annual measures along with their percentage
increase/decrease.
Using this data will highlight where revenue could be increased by discounting less. Those
freebies really do have an impact…
Look at this example of a practice who really cracked down on their
discounting!
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FAQ’S
PET HEALTH PLANS
Some of our practices have monthly subscription-based plans that cover for a range of things
such as vaccinations, flea and worm products and consults.
Therefore, when these items are billed then may appear as “free” or discounted on your PMS.
These are not free; they are part of the monthly subscription fee for the PHP. The revenue
generated from your PHP subscriptions is accounted for in your total income.
We look at CHARGED consults for the KPI calculations and thus it has no discernible impact on
the KPIs.
For those practice models including consults in a PHP, Carpe Datum can categorize this
appropriately for your practice so that you are able to Benchmark yourselves correctly with
the Vet Dynamics community.

WHERE SHOULD I BE?
Or how long is a piece of string?
We get asked this a lot of where practices should aim to be/what is the “ideal”/recommended
for the KPIs.
This all depends on YOUR business goals and what you want to achieve. Location,
demographics, and your business model will also have some impact.
Your coaches have knowledge on what are achievable aims and how you can reach them
so book a call with
them for guidance and insights.
Use the Index as a tool to see where you could be and then think on how you are
going to get there.
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